Sanction 15-M-3549-S Group 6

Blackhawk Farms Raceway 1.950 miles

5/3/2015 15:00

Race (45:00 or 24 Laps) started at 15:00:47

Sorted on Laps

Position | No. | Class | PIC | Name | Hometown | Region | Member_ID | Make-Model | Laps | Best Tm | Sponsor
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 97 | FA | 1 | Fabio Castellani | Streamwood IL | CHI | 171920 | Toyota Swift 014 | 24 | 1:25.184 | Hoosier|HARTEK
2 | 17 | FE | 1 | Scott Rettich | Columbus OH | OVR | 355725 | Ford FE | 23 | 1:33.960 | Alliance Autosport|PODI Commun.
3 | 31 | FE | 2 | Jeff Beck | Ingleside IL | CHI | 131861 | SCCA Enterprises FE | 23 | 1:32.877 | One Formula Racing|JBR. Inc.
4 | 6 | FB | 1 | Tyler Thielmann | Kiel WI | Milw | 409239 | JDR JDR-012 | 22 | 1:33.753 | SO Bright LLC. Moons Super Cycl
5 | 2 | FE | 3 | Kent Lehr | Clive IA | DMV | 358494 | Van Diemen FE | 22 | 1:35.632 | Woodridge Racing | Lehr Enterprises
6 | 29 | FE | 4 | Keith Carter | Mokena IL | CHI | 280542 | SCCA Enterprises FE | 22 | 1:35.059 | Carter Machine & Design|Apex Sports
7 | 122 | FE | 5 | Dennis Marklein | Dodgeville WI | Milw | 172553 | SCCA Enterprises FE | 22 | 1:35.528 | Marklein Auto Body|DJMSP
8 | 8 | P1 | 1 | Jason Miller | Sheboygan Falls WI | Milw | 226307 | WynnFurst | 22 | 1:39.158 | Kohler|Milenium|Hoosier
9 | 27 | FE | 6 | Dean Oppermann | Plainfield IL | CHI | 128453 | SCCA Enterprises FE | 22 | 1:37.873 | 
10 | 09 | FA | 2 | J.R. Smart | Madison WI | Milw | 295306 | Swift 014a | 22 | 1:39.042 | Smart Motors | Hurricane Hanna
11 | 24 | FE | 7 | Matthew Cutter | Sterling IL | BVR | 289136_1 | SCCA Enterprises FE | 21 | 1:37.434 | MyWildcreek.com
12 | 7 | P2 | 1 | Mike Reupert | Hubertus Wi | Milw | 141856 | Nostendo 1 | 21 | 1:36.300 | Sunshine Metals
13 | 9 | P2 | 2 | Richard Colburn | Northbrook IL | CIN | 3094 | Nostendo2 | 21 | 1:38.393 | Sunshine Metals
14 | 16 | P1 | 2 | Gary Peck | Rockford IL | BVR | 415412 | stohr w1 | 21 | 1:37.994 | lask racing
15 | 64 | FE | 8 | Marshall Mauney | Vestavia AL | Milw | 255530_1 | SCCA Enterprises FE | 20 | 1:43.201 | CDS. One Formula Racing
16 | 83 | P2 | 3 | Greg Gyann | Willowbrook IL | CHI | 478244 | Stohr WF1 | 20 | 1:42.264 | Gycor International|Argus Magna
17 | 47 | P1 | 3 | John Gyann | Darien IL | CHI | 336222 | Stohr WF1 | 16 | 1:36.655 | Gycor international
18 | 71 | FC | 1 | Jim Victor | Davenport IA | GRIv | 164580 | Firman RFR | 14 | 1:39.937 | Smith Barney|ArmsUp Motorsports
19 | 84 | FE | 9 | Michael Mueller | Plymouth WI | Milw | 388192 | SCCA Enterprises | 13 | 1:39.067 | M1 Mfg|Fibeco|Hoosier|Speed SE
20 | 33 | P2 | 10 | Hanna Zellers | Granger IN | SBIR | 454717 | Van Diemen FE | 10 | 1:47.960 | 
22 | 0 | P2 | 4 | Jeff Miller | Elkhart Lake WI | Milw | 11153 | Lola WynnFurst | 6 | 2:32.641 | Kohler|Milenium|Hoosier

Not classified

DNS 03 | P2 | DNS | Anders Graff | Kohler WI | Milw | 286126 | Prince LSR | 
DNS 04 | FC | DNS | Danny Weyls | Medina OH | NEO | 360120 | Van Diemen DP-08 | 
DNS 22 | FE | DNS | Tom Muffler | Florissant MO | STL | 451973 | Van Diemen FE | 

Announcements

Race Duration 36:52.535 - Car 171 does not have a working transponder
Car 0 started the race after the leader completed lap 4
Car 33 return from paddock at 13:00 deleted that lap
Car 171 return from paddock AT 15:00 lap was deleted

Margin of Victory | Avg. Speed | Best Lap Tm | Best Speed | Best Lap by
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 Lap | 76.985 | 1:26.184 | 81.454 | 97 - Fabio Castellani

CenDiv Champ Series points are awarded on the feature race only

Event Chief Steward: Paula Spencer  Series Chief steward: Costa Dunias
Blackhawk Valley, and Milwaukee Regions
Chief of Timing & Scoring: Toby Schuster

CenDiv TRO Awards - Workers
Fred Cummings, Hilary Anderson
Art Edwind, Tracey Gauper
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